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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
First I’ll be talking about reproducibility, then about FAIR, and finally a project where we implement some metadata extraction and harmonization



Is there a reproducibility crisis in science?

• Nature, 2016: 52% of 1576 respondents believe there is 
a significant crisis

• Reproducibility survey at SC20
• Awareness:  Participants are aware of issues 

around reproducibility in science (90%); only 7% 
think they do not apply to computer or 
computational science

• Concern: As 21% think that publishing code is 
sufficient to ensure reproducibility

• 204 respondents out of 9,949 unique SC Technical 
Program participants, 2016-19.  AD/AE became a 
requirement for SC19.

• Today: “reproducibility crisis in science”: 873 articles in 
google scholar
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Plale BA, Malik T, Pouchard LC (2021) Reproducibility Practice in High-
Performance Computing: Community Survey Results. Computing in Science 
& Engineering 23:55–60. https://doi.org/10.1109/mcse.2021.3096678

Baker et al., “1,500 scientists lift the lid on reproducibility”. Nature 533, 
452–454

Established procedures for reproducibility: 34% NO

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In Web of science 2017, there were around 30-40 articles on reproducibility on average, and now we have 873Nature: but less than 31% believe that failure to reproduce mean the results were wrong.

https://doi.org/10.1109/mcse.2021.3096678


Reproducibility definitions
The official definitions : National Academies of Science, 
Engineering, & Medicine (NASEM):  2019 Report

Reproducibility: a narrower definition
Obtaining consistent computational results using the same input data, 
computational steps, methods, code, and conditions of analysis.
 
Replicability: a broader definition
Obtaining consistent results across studies aimed at answering the 
same scientific question, each of which has obtained its own data.

Computational reproducibility: the ability to recreate the reported 
results of a scientific study from its computational elements (Stodden)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
“There is no crisis, but also no time for complacency” said the chair of the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine (NASEM) committee on “Reproducibility and Replicability in Science” in May 2019Reproducibility is best measured as a spectrum and many conflicting definitions here



Reproducibility for ML models at scale

This experiment motivates research  on 
reproducibility for data intensive computing.  Most 
of the predictions are not within the 0.3 Relative 
Root Mean Square Error threshold for fair 
performance

Experiment:
• re-training the model 1000 times 
• same data, same system, same code
• wind variable

Expectation:
• even with stochastic models, there should be less 

variation in 1000 runs
• Potentially not enough training data provided

=> Better guidance on the necessary documentation 
and annotations provided by authors is needed

Stengel,et.al:  “Adversarial super-resolution of climatological wind 
and solar data,” 2020, doi: 10.1073/pnas.1918964117.

Variations in results over 1000 model runs.  Blue line is the 0.3 
threshold, above which performance is only considered poor
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Reproducing the predictions of an adversarial super resolution model: a 
case study, Pouchard, Yoon, Van  Dam, CoDA 2023

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The experiment includes an adversarial super-resolution model enhancing climate model outcomes for solar and wind data.   As climate models cannot be resolved in global simulations at sufficient resolutions to be useful for local predictions and energy assessment, this model uses CNNs and Generative Adversarial Networks to predict resolution enhancement – These models are used in classic image processing problem:  taking a single image at low resolution and and enhances it with a Super-Resolution process using interpolationRMSE Relative root Mean Square Error is the RMSE for each point – normalized by the RMS value at each point location Adversarial super-resolution of climatological wind and solar data -  1000 runs of the trained model with available test data, each point represents a result variable for wind (channel 1) and solar (channel 2).  RMSE Relative root Mean Square Error is the RMSE for each point – normalized by the RMS value at each point location This diagram shows the variations in results over 1000 runsExcellent when RRMSE < 10%Good when RRMSE is between 10% and 20%Fair when RRMSE is between 20% and 30%Poor when RRMSE > 30%Relative Root Mean Square Error (RRMSE) is the root mean squared error normalized by the root mean square value where each residual is scaled against the actual value. While RMSE is restricted by the scale of original measurements, RRMSE can be used to compare different measurement techniques.

https://doi.org/10.1073/pnas.1918964117


Numerous challenges for reproducibility in AI/ML

Model related
• Inherently stochastic models
• Random initialization
• Random splitting of training data
• Local optimization
• Incorrect Gaussian assumptions

Computational reproducibility issues
• Availability of specialized architectures
• Numerical reproducibility, floating point precision
• Digitalization of continuous phenomena
• Machine Learning platform releases

• TensorFlow, PyTorch, etc.

Data related
• Documentation, metadata, 

provenance
• Appropriate representation of a 

phenomena in training data: 
geographical and ethnic diversity

• Data quality, sparsity, and mitigation
• Appropriate use of synthetic data and 

transfer models

Theory related issues
• Systematic errors due to fundamental model 

approximations
• Choices in the discretization
• different representations of some basis functions
• Coding errors
• Bugs

43 sources of irreproducibility in ML identified in https://doi.org/10.48550/arXiv.2204.07610 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Where non-deterministic floating point ordering is just one of them.  And hyper-parameter optimization another one.We have assumed high quality theoretical modelsIn practice there are many reproducibility issues in the theoretical models, independently of the ML issueSeveral conferences have introduced requirements related to reproducibility with submissions

https://doi.org/10.48550/arXiv.2204.07610


Reproducibility at scale: what for? and what kind?

Tingwei Hu - LAMMPS

E3SM
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Pouchard, LC.  Reproducibility in Extreme Heterogeneous Architectures White Paper
Extreme Heterogeneity DOE Workshop participant, 2018 

Numerical Reproducibility:  to validate code correctness
 Climate models during model development phase by large 

independent teams
 A goal in QCD to avoid additional fluctuations in MC simulations

Partial reproducibility: Key quantities but not all are reproduced
 Classical Molecular Dynamics
 Molecular ab-initio calculations
 Materials

Performance reproducibility: minimal run-to-run variation across multiple 
runs of the same application using a consistent set of configurations – 
different from performance portability

T. Patki, et.al. Performance optimality or reproducibility: that is the question, SC ’19. 10.1145/3295500.3356217

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The scientific method is premised upon the replicability of experiments and the reproducibility of results – there are numerous challenges in computational science.  How can results be trustworthy, especially with AI?  With target precision levels, reproducibility within measurable error bounds (vary by scientific domain and community)The narrower goal of numerical reproducibility presents multiple challenges at the extreme scale, including those posed by fixed-point precision in floating-point operations(because the round-off errors make floating point arithmetic non-associative) ASCR White PapersPouchard, LC.  Reproducibility in Extreme Heterogeneous Architectures (FSD) Pouchard LC, Lin, M.  Scientific, Numerical, and Performance Reproducibility on Extreme Heterogeneous Systems (WP)   -   ASCR EH workshop Jan. 2018)

https://doi.org/10.1145/3295500.3356217


Findable
• Rich metadata
• Indexed
• Persistent idendifiers

Accessible
• Standard communication protocol
• Free protocol
• Allows for authentication and authorization

Interoperable
• Formal, shared, broadly applicable 

language for knowledge 
representation

• Metadata vocabularies
• Qualified references to other 

metadata

Reusable
• Plurality of accurate and relevant 

attributes
• Detailed provenance
• Meets domain-relevant community 

standards

Applies to Data and Metadata
https://go-fair.org and https://go-fair.us

FAIR is a set of principles to provide guidelines for digital assets supporting discovery through 
good data management with machine actionability

The FAIRification process

The FAIR Guiding Principles for scientific data management and stewardship Mark D. 
Wilkinson et al.2018. 10.1038/sdata.2016.18
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Proper documentation and annotation of experiments and results can help with reproducibilityDocumenting is one step towards understanding under what conditions experiments maybe reproducible and when they are not.  This helps foster trust in those results.  FAIR is one set of principles useful for achieving this goal.  Alao I need to point out that the 4th principle in FAIR is re-usable, not reproducibleMostly Persistent Identifiers and metadataFAIR is not synonymous with open source

https://go-fair.org/
https://go-fair.us/


Can the FAIR-ification of digital objects help?

Computing environments, submission scripts, libraries and their version number 
Scientific metadata, performance counters, instrumentation choices, instrument 
metadata

Metadata exist and is captured in various non-interoperable data formats, 
schemas, and services 
 data services, containers
 machine learning platforms and their versions: Tensorflow, pytorch..
Metadata standards: WFCommons, Common Workflow Language
Automatic capture of provenance: 
 Metadata and their relationship to data
 SW dependencies
 Workflow behavior
Persistent Identifiers:  many schemes e.g. ARK, DOI, minIDs, easyIDs, dPIDs

What should be made available for SW, data, and workflows to become FAIR? And How?

Scripts, FAIR, model cards (Google ML, huggingface, etc.), NeurIPS and SC 
appendices

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Data-intensive models involve many factors of “uncertainty” and “randomness” as seen in our experimentsSo what do you make available for reproducibility or even a re-usable workflow?  These questions exist at every level of the workflow:One can envision hierarchical levels of packaging:Higher level:  a run, including its input data and its metadataSecond level: each application and software composing the workflow:  FAIR data, FAIR4RS, FAIR4AI principles, 



FAIR for Research Software (FAIR4RS)
Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, Re-usable
F1. Software is assigned a globally unique and persistent identifier.
F1.1. Components of the software representing levels of granularity are assigned distinct identifiers: 
implementation dependent
F1.2. Different versions of the software are assigned distinct identifiers
I.2. Software tools can interoperate via common support for the data they exchange.
R2: The ultimate goal of FAIR is to enable and encourage the use and reuse of software. To achieve this, 
software should be well described (by metadata) and appropriately structured so that it can be 
replicated, combined, reinterpreted, reimplemented, and/ or used in different settings.
Restricted examples: 
FAIR executable, not source code, is available
FAIR source code with platform is available within a restricted community

Katz, 2021. doi: 10.1016/j.patter.2021.100222.
Hong, 2022. https://doi.org/10.15497/RDA00068

FAIR4ML Research Data Alliance Interest Group
https://www.rd-alliance.org/groups/fair-machine-learning-fair4ml-ig

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Much of this research is performed in the Research Data Alliance, an international organization with over 80 member organizations that provide funding. New incipient efforts in the Research Data Alliance organization include developing new recommendations of FAIR4 ML that I co-chair.Chue Hong, N. P., Katz, D. S., Barker, M., Lamprecht, A-L, Martinez, C., Psomopoulos, F. E., Harrow, J., Castro, L. J., Gruenpeter, M., Martinez, P. A., Honeyman, T., et al. (2022). FAIR Principles for Research Software version 1.0. (FAIR4RS Principles v1.0). Research Data Alliance. DOI: https://doi.org/10.15497/RDA00068D. S. Katz, M. Gruenpeter, and T. Honeyman, “Taking a fresh look at FAIR for research software,” Patterns, vol. 2, no. 3, p. 100222, Mar. 2021, doi: 10.1016/j.patter.2021.100222.

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.patter.2021.100222
https://doi.org/10.15497/RDA00068


http://www.researchobject.org/ro-crate/

Practical lightweight packaging
Aggregate files/directories

+ any content with URI
Embed contextual information 
Archive with rich structured metadata
Developer friendly

FAIR Research Objects: A little bit of packaging goes a 
long way

Sharing research artefacts as FAIR Digital Objects using RO-Crate
 Stian Roiland-Seyes, https://zenodo.org/record/7559339#.ZDn9rezMLhI

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Research Objects are Digital Objects with their own metadata and in their own repositoriesDeveloper friendly, adaptable, Structured, self-describing, machine readable, metadata objectsjust-enough provenance model: uses schema.orgUsed in RO-Crate and in the BagIT specification developed by ANL and others in 2016 – a BD bag and a manifestPractical lightweight approach to package research data entities (any object) with metadataFormat for packaging up scattered resources and self describing that package and its parts integrated view + contextmetadata and PIDs  reference digital and real thingsdatasets, workflows, services, software & people, places etc.Describe and package data collections, datasets, software etc. with their metadataPlatform-independent object exchange between repositories and servicesSupport reproducibility and analysis: link data with codes and workflowsTransfer of sensitive/large distributed datasets with persistent identifiersAggregate citations and persistent identifiersPropagate provenance and existing metadataPublish and archive mixed objects and referencesReuse existing standards, but hide their complexity

http://www.researchobject.org/ro-crate/


Describe and package data collections, datasets, software etc. with their metadata

Platform-independent object exchange between repositories and services

Support reproducibility and analysis: link data with codes and workflows

Transfer of sensitive/large distributed datasets with persistent identifiers

Aggregate citations and persistent identifiers

Propagate provenance and existing metadata

Publish and archive mixed objects and references

Reuse existing standards, but hide their complexity

Aims of FAIR Research Objects

Courtesy Stian Roiland-Seyes, the U of Manchester

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
RO-Crate is a format for packaging up scattered resources and self describing that package and its parts integrated view + contextmetadata and PIDs  reference digital and real thingsdatasets, workflows, services, software & people, places etc.

https://researchobject.org/


FAIRification of performance data in RECUP

Nicolae B, Pouchard L, Ross R, et al (2023) Building the I (Interoperability) of FAIR for Performance Reproducibility of Large-Scale 
Composable Workflows in RECUP. 2023 IEEE 19th International Conference on e-Science (e-Science). https://doi.org/10.1109/e-
science58273.2023.10254808

https://sites.google.com/view/recup-reproducibility/home

1) identify and capture the rich information necessary for reproducing 
hybrid workflows at scale: fuse, organize, store, index

2) make the captured information FAIR to enable key workflow 
reproducibility tasks: re-runs, re-use workflows, data

3) use the (meta)data to isolate where one workflow’s execution deviated 
relative to another

4) design reproducibility metrics for scientific and performance results
 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Now I will show our attempts at implementing FAIR Digital Objects in an HPC framework for reproducible workflows: RECUPScaIable metadata and provenance for reproducible hybrid workflowsTo unpack this figure a little, the data sources include:  Workflow management and resource allocation system is RADICAL Cyber ToolsWe instrument an application with Darshan, run it with RCT, and extract metadata:Execution environment, workflow execution paths, i/o logs, performance countersTo unpack the previous figure a little, the data sources include:  Workflow management and resource allocation system is RADICAL Cyber ToolsDask is a workflow manager for parallel python applications. Darshan [22] is a scalable HPC I/O characterization tool used by many supercomputing infrastructures and large data centers that feature parallel file systems. It transparently monitors POSIX operations related to file I/O (open, read, write, close) and filesystem metadata operations (enumerate files, move/remove files/directories, etc.). Additional workflow system: DASK

https://doi.org/10.1109/e-science58273.2023.10254808
https://doi.org/10.1109/e-science58273.2023.10254808
https://sites.google.com/view/recup-reproducibility/home


The Provenance DB supports post-hoc performance analysis queries for optimization 
and debugging

Collects information asynchronously about detected anomalies from an anomaly 
detection algorithm at each worker node
• Total execution time and links to parent and child execution
• Function execution time
• Associated communication events
• Full function stack
• Execution environments, code version, compile and runtime configurations
• For GPU kernels: device information and parent CPU function
• Window of N(5) events occurring prior and post anomaly
• The Provenance DB is connected to AD nodes with iSonata from the MOCHI team

Chimbuko provenance and data analysis

Pouchard et al., “Prescriptive provenance for streaming analysis of workflows at scale,” in 2018 New York Scientific 
Data Summit (NYSDS), Upton, NY, Aug. 2018, pp. 1–6. doi: 10.1109/NYSDS.2018.8538951

C. Kelly, L. Pouchard, et al., “Chimbuko: A Workflow-Level Scalable Performance Trace Analysis Tool,” in Best Paper, 
ISAV’20 collocated SC20 Nov. 2020, pp. 15–19. doi: 10.1145/3426462.3426465.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Chimbukoe enables scientific workflows to understand their execution patterns and isolate issues on both traditional and heterogeneous architectures, which was not possible before.Sizes: the biggest files for the provenance db was with running Grid on Frontier: about 29MB/rank or 26kB/s/rank – we scaled up to 1000 ranks before seeing some latency issues

https://doi.org/10.1109/NYSDS.2018.8538951
https://doi.org/10.1145/3426462.3426465


FAIR Metadata Collection with a 
Workflow Management System

Goal: Enable a unified, FAIR-enabled metadata format that captures 
task details (dependencies, execution order, performance metrics, 
inputs and outputs, etc.)

Tool development
• A schema based on RO-Crate profiles (packaging system for 

Research Objects that annotates ZIP archives using JSON-LD)
• A method to reconcile the diversity of tools and unify 

metadata using translations and mappings:
• RCT is task-focused and has no awareness of files

• Service feature added
• Enable task data annotations (inputs, outputs) that are 

automatically captured into RO-Crates
• RCT uses a Pipeline-Stage-Task model where Stages 

have fixed order of execution, Tasks don’t
• Hierarchical element added in RO-Crate profile

• Chimbuko/Darshan are data-focused
• More direct implementation

• Reconcile partial profiles into one

DataCrate 
simple web stack

ROs
rich RDF 

stack +

https://github.com/infispiel/RECUP-ROCrate-Library
Polina Shpilker, PhD candidate, Tufts U

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
A solution to combine individual metadata snapshots into a single consolidated RO-Crate object upon workflow terminationCapture requires a translation between different workflow orchestration models (task-, data-focused, static or dynamic placement)Metadata are data about data and provide context in the form of annotations, think column headers in a spreadsheet, software versions, command line arguments, and submission scripts.  They are stored inconsistently and sometimes not at all, although they are critical for discovery and reproducibility 

https://github.com/infispiel/RECUP-ROCrate-Library


Performance Reproducibility Analytics

Goal: Understand what performance knobs affect performance reproducibility using workflow 
management systems.

Development:
• Metadata available across three sources of information: Darshan logs, Yappi profiles, and Dask's own 

report of function call streams.
• Metadata identified: filename, line no, #of times, total inclusive time, cumulative time, percall time, 

who called this function, nbytes, POSIX counters, and many more in Darshan logs. 
• Are these enough to identify run-to-run performance variation?

 11 Per-set PAPI counters on Polaris, 108 different configurations
 Extending LLNL perfdump library
 Exploring new graph-based method of analysis

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is an example of what we can do with performance metadataUse Case I:  Inverse application mini-app (ExaLearn structure prediction from neutron scattering profiles)mini-app.Use Case II: ECP Chimbuko trace files.How many preset counters collected: 11 counters were available on Polaris.  How many times did we repeat each data collection: 108 different configurations.These counters were collected: PAPI_L2_DCM,PAPI_L2_ICM,PAPI_TLB_DM,PAPI_BR_TKN,PAPI_BR_MSP,PAPI_TOT_INS,PAPI_BR_INS,PAPI_L2_ICH,PAPI_L2_ICA,PAPI_L2_ICR,PAPI_FML_INSTOriginally json files, optimized into HDF5 – 126 counter groups downselected to 16 groups, many different configurations, runs repeated 16 times6 preset counter groupsNext StepsCombine metadata and performance data collected by Darshan, Yappi, and Dask. Analyze the hardware performance counters collected from 2 configurations of 120 performance groups.  Validate the distributed memory parallel implementation.



Takeaways

FAIR is not synonymous with Open Science, FAIR basically equates to Persistent 
Identifiers and metadata, customization depending on purpose is necessary 

A systematic approach and tools are needed to manage the entire life cycle of FAIR 
data and metadata in the DOE complex

To enable efficient analytics and multiple runs from various perspectives, numerous 
composable tools are needed

To design for the composability of tools and with efficient metadata collection from 
inception are key to FAIR interoperability

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Continue to refine systematic FAIR guidelines and reference implementation needed for data, RS, workflows, AI in HPCInteroperability of tools in the DOE ecosystem to prepare data to realize the promises of advancement with AIData repos for computational data Reproducibility is part of responsible AI, includes tradeoffs with performance accuracy of models – purpose of using AI is paramountRepro for Digital Twins in nuclear FAIR is required but not sufficient
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Catalog and annotated – how FAIR and repro can be working together and why we care on the computational sideDefinition of science: reproducible – are we doing that? If not, are we publishing enough documentation about our systems that it is possible to re-do our computational experiments?  Cut 2 and ½ minutes of the motivation to make it more focused.  Broad coverage of what the challenges are Computational science is it scienceFAIR came up and repro complement each other – how?Why FAIR applies to other things than data and why it mattersAnd relationship with Reproducibiliy
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The complex interactions between sources of 
variability result in a distribution of predictions that 
are often difficult to interpret.
(image credit: Kevin Yager, Center for Functional 
Nanomaterials, Brookhaven National Laboratory.)

Uncertainty-aware reproducibility metric
• We consider the distribution of prediction results in 

complex workflows involving AI/ML
(i.e., characterize the uncertainty of QoI)

• Method: uncertainty quantification (UQ) based on a 
Bayesian paradigm - quantify the impact on the 
reproducibility of QoI

• Advantages: 
• Efficacy, uncertainty-aware, goal-oriented
• available physics-informed quantities
• knowledge exists that can contribute to the design 

of priors 

• Assess the impact of various potential factors of 
variability for inverse problems

Pouchard, Reyes, Alexander, Yoon (2023) A rigorous uncertainty-aware quantification framework is essential for reproducible and 
replicable machine learning workflows. DOI: 10.1039/D3DD00094J

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Our key hypothesis is that designing metrics that introduce UQ basedon a rigorous Bayesian paradigm, will help evaluate the variabilityof ML predictions when using such algorithms into operations.We quantify the uncertainty, do not propose to reduce itAssess the impact of potential factors:stochasticity of the data generation process, potential data corruption issues (noise or missing values), model uncertainty,randomness in the model training process – local optimization of SGD that does not guarantee global optimization Impact on robustness:Ill-posed pbs, esp with DNN: optimization of a cost function using SGD perform local optimization without global optimization guaranteedInverse problems: use of synthetic data for training and predictions of intermediate quantities that are not directly observablePredicting structure from imaging, e.g. x-ray scattering data and physical tomography, to what extent can these predictions be trusted and how can we assess this?

https://doi.org/10.1039/D3DD00094J


The ECP Chimbuko performance analysis framework

• Chimbuko is a performance analysis 
framework that provides real-time, 
distributed, in-situ anomaly detection on 
application traces. 

• Where are the performance anomalies 
coming from?

• From which workflow component, node, 
function?

• Can I quickly find the environmental 
conditions where anomalies are detected?

• Has a similar error been encountered before 
in previous runs?

• Have the HW and SW stack on this system 
changed since my last run?  

C. Kelly, L. Pouchard, et al., “Chimbuko: A Workflow-Level Scalable Performance Trace Analysis Tool,” in Best Paper, 
ISAV’20 collocated SC20 Nov. 2020, pp. 15–19. doi: 10.1145/3426462.3426465.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Let’s focus on Chimbuko, the performance analysis framework.  Chimbuko is part of ECP CODAR and provides real-time, distributed, in-situ anomaly detection on application traces.  As far as we know, it focuses on workflows and analyzes a detailed trace of performance events Discuss how performance and accuracy are entwinedChimbuko supports streaming and online performance monitoring via a visualization module that present the function/rank-wise workflow anomaly distributions, execution timelines, and call stacks. Chimbuko also supports the capture and reduction of performance provenanceReproducibilityWhat version of the application/workflow did this run use?Which libraries did I use previously?What configuration switches did I use?What results do I obtain if I run the same workflow again?What happens to performance if I run the same configuration on another system?Where are the trade-offs between accuracy and performance?Can I establish thresholds of reproducibility?In Chimbuko, we captured the trace of performance data, in RECUP we analyze it.  Still at the beginning.

https://doi.org/10.1145/3426462.3426465


Scientific results reproducibility | Stage-1 UQ

Leveraging active subspace for 
improving QoI
• Active subspace to capture 

model uncertainty
• Exploration of model 

uncertainty class via 
Bayesian optimization to 
boost downstream 
performance in molecular 
design tasks with JT-VAE.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
For a fixed pretrained model (PTM), suppose we use some algorithm (script A) to find a set, Q of ( hopefully best) design points, i.e. the molecules from Q have higher properties. (In our case, we use a random selection strategy to collect 1000 design points, and consider the average property value of top 10% molecules as QoI.)Next, we optimize the distribution of active subspace (AS) parameters to get better QoI for those design points Q. Goal is to have QoI_{new} > QoI_{PTM}How we explore?Bayesian optimization over the AS parameters using the QoI from downstream task as feedback.(JT-VAE: junction tree variational autoencoder is a generative model for molecules.)



Can we improve QoI for fixed Q by tuning pretrained model?

• Improvement in QoI: 𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝐼𝐼𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 − 𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝐼𝐼𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃
• Each boxplot (from left to right) shows the 

improvement due to 
• AS posterior distribution
• best initial candidate distribution
• tuned distribution found by Bayesian 

optimization
• Positive improvement corresponds to 

increase in the property values.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Experiments with 6 different properties of interest are performed. Here we are showing the results for only one property, logP (water-octanol partition coefficient). Rest of the properties follow similar trend.First boxplot (AS posterior distribution) shows the improvement with respect to the pretrained model by using the posterior uncertainty class around that pre-trained model. No QoI information was used to derive this posterior.Next two show how much improvement we can get by tuning that uncertainty class at initial and final stage of Bayesian optimization (BO) respectively.
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